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Summary: While the Menominee are still struggling to establish a powerful casino that could
potentially save their crumbling society, economic policies regarding gambling and American
Indian way of life limit the Menominee Nation from potentially thriving on the benefits of a
much stronger casino establishment.

Background
The Menominee are among the most unique and traditional tribes native to Wisconsin.
The Menominee have thrived in their preserved territory in Wisconsin for over ten thousand
years, living spiritually through religious practices that include tobacco smoking and
communicating with their creator through sacred prayers. However, the tribe faces many
challenges, including low standards of living, high crime rate, high unemployment rate, and
more.
The Menominee Nation owns and runs the Menominee Casino and Resort, located in
Keshena, Wisconsin. This current casino is not nearly as popular as other casinos in surrounding
areas. The Menominee Nation has recently proposed the development of a new Kenosha casino
to be run by Hard Rock International. The idea is that this new casino will draw in more people
from Chicago and local areas, and that the “Hard Rock name” will be more attractive to
gamblers. This project is project is essential to the rebuilding of the Reservation’s economy and
improving the overall health of the Menominee people. This income that is generated by the
casinos ultimately improves life for tribal members and contributes to the building of sustainable
communities on and off the reservations.
There are many non-tribal factors that play into these economic and political aspects as
well. The influence of casinos and gambling on players and disposable incomes and their overall
contributions to communities on and off the reservations has a major impact on tribal economies
nationwide. While the Menominee are still struggling to establish a powerful casino that could
potentially save their crumbling society, economic policies regarding gambling and American
Indian way of life limit the Menominee Nation from potentially thriving on the benefits of a
much stronger casino establishment.
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Findings
While the Menominee are a strong and unified people, they struggle with being one tribe
that is in major need of rejuvenation. According to the University of Wisconsin’s School of
Medicine and Public Health, in 2010 Menominee County ranked last in the overall quality of
health with the highest mortality rate (11,904, adj. per 100,000), highest rate of smoking during
pregnancy (44%), highest obesity rate (38.0%), highest teen birth rate (103.8, adj. per 1,000),
highest unemployment rate (10%), highest number of children living in poverty (51%), highest
violent crime rate (958, adj. per 100,000), and the highest number of single parent households
(26%) (Public Health Institute, 2010). These heartbreaking statistics are a result of the unjust
treatment these people faced many years ago. The prolonged effects of these actions by white
settlers continue to haunt tribes across the country.
The Menominee currently rely on aid from the Bureau of Indian Affairs, Indian Health
Service and the Federal Government. The tribe is barely self-sufficient, and uses what profits it
can to work toward improving their current lifestyles. With the help of this new casino, the
Menominee could potentially transform their lives and work toward making the Reservation a
desirable place to live. Social media plays a key role in promoting the casinos, which could in
turn bring in more gamblers, which creates revenue. By using primarily Facebook and You tube
to advertise beneficial programs run by the Tribe and cultural events hosted by the Menominee
Resort and Casino, the rich culture of the Menominee people is kept alive and proudly practiced
for the public eye to see.
The Potawatomi Nation reminds the public through their website, that the “IGRA
requires all tribal gaming revenues be used solely for governmental or charitable purposes. Just
as state governments decide the fate of funds from over 40 state-run lotteries, tribal governments
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determine how gaming proceeds are spent” (NIGA, 2013). This system was put in place to
justify the purpose for Indian gaming. The idea behind the taxation policy is to ensure that
American Indians will use revenues from the casinos to solely benefit their tribes. Many question
the ethics behind non-tribal run casinos, but the taxation policy remains that if the casinos reside
on a reservation, then it may be exempt from state income and property taxes. This allows for
more revenue to be distributed to charities or governmental services decided by each individual
tribe.

Many believe that Indian gaming is commercial, when in fact “Indian tribes use gaming
revenues to build houses, schools, roads, sewer and water systems; to fund the health care and
education of their people; and to develop a strong, diverse future economic base” (Foster, 1998,
p. 14). As Indians continue to work toward a bigger and better tribal society, the government has
put in place these chores that natives must fulfill, rather than focusing more on what is necessary
for each individual tribe. This leads us to the conclusion that strict mandates about gambling
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such as excessive government intervention and unjust taxation policies limit the tribe from
potentially thriving on the benefits of a much stronger casino establishment.
Before the Indian Gaming Regulation Act, gambling as a whole was made illegal in the
United States. The American government took initiative to restore some aspects of American
Indian culture back into the tribes, considering most tribes needed something to kick-start their
economies after being relocated, domesticated and nearly extinguished from their native lands.
While this example of government intervention was demonstrated through good intentions, and
was considered a part of paying reparations back to American Indians across the United States,
this policy has prevented tribes from reaching maximum social efficiency and economic
potential.
The Menominee Nation uses revenues from the Menominee Nation Resort and Casino
“… to build houses, schools, roads, sewer and water systems; to fund the health care and
education of their people; and to develop a strong, diverse future economic base” (Foster, 1998,
p. 14). While the Menominee invests it’s casino revenues within a wide range of services within
their tribal government, the Cow Creek Band of Oregon focuses on using these funds toward
housing for elderly tribal members. The Seminole tribe receives over $500 million a year from
casinos and most of those funds go toward funding education for tribal members. More
specifically, roads to schools, school supplies, infrastructure and more are updated and/or built
with these funds. These services ultimately provide a way for tribes to build sustainable
communities on reservations. All tribes prioritize utilizing these revenues in the best interest of
the tribe as a whole, as required by the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act.
Casinos play a major role in offering employment opportunities for tribal members.
According to the National Indian Gaming Association, “Many tribes operate gaming facilities
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primarily to generate employment”. The Navajo owned casinos have an employment force that is
made up of 25% natives and 75% non-native. This statistic seems to contradict the idea that
tribes use casinos to generate employment, however, most casinos, including casinos owned by
the Navajo thoroughly review and interview all applicants who are seeking work at casino
establishments. Potential employees who are native have priority over non-native applicants
unless a non-native applicant is considerably more experienced or better qualified for the job.
Many tribes have made steps toward diversifying their assets, which the Menominee have
yet to do. Some California tribes have made efforts toward investing in many bars and clubs,
which has boosted revenues and expanded business opportunities for tribes.

The Menominee have a strong involvement in “Idle No More”. Typically the tribe will
organize or participate in motorcycle rides that bring participants to Milwaukee from all around
the world. More recently, the Menominee biked in support of the Bad River Tribe. From time to
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time they participate but they do not make efforts to promote or start their own campaigns within
the movement.
Conclusion
The Menominee currently rely on aid from the Bureau of Indian Affairs, Indian Health
Service and the Federal Government. The tribe is barely self-sufficient, and uses what profits it
can to work toward improving their current lifestyles. With the help of this new casino, the
Menominee could potentially transform their lives and work toward making the Reservation a
desirable place to live. Social media plays a key role in promoting the casinos, which could in
turn bring in more gamblers, which creates revenue. By using primarily Facebook and Youtube
to advertise beneficial programs run by the Tribe and cultural events hosted by the Menominee
Resort and Casino, the rich culture of the Menominee people is kept alive and proudly practiced
for the public eye to see.
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The taxation policy that is currently in place within the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act
does not satisfy the needs of tribes nation wide, but instead contradicts the intentions of the
United States Government. Considering that Indians living on reservations do not have to pay
certain income and property taxes shows how the government has violated the sovereignty of
American Indians across the country. Native Americans nationwide should not have to pay taxes
in the first place. They didn’t choose to be residents of this country; in fact English settlers chose
to be residents of this country and therefore should still be paying reparations to what they did to
their freedom, their families and their land.
While the Menominee are still struggling to establish a powerful casino that could
potentially save their crumbling society, strict mandates about gambling such as excessive
government intervention and unjust taxation policies limit the tribe from potentially thriving on
the benefits of a much stronger casino establishment. This project is expected to benefit the
Menominee greatly however, for what the casino is worth, gambling revenue could be
potentially higher if the taxation policy within the Indian Gaming Regulation Act were changed.
Government intervention has reached a high point and if it continues, American Indians will
continue to struggle to rebuild was has been destroyed by us.
The Menominee Nation has been struggling to essentially “revamp” their current casino.
Considering the Menominee Nation Casino and Resort dominates the tribe’s small economy, the
tribe could potentially take more steps toward diversifying their assets in hopes to create a more
sustainable economy.
The Menominee Nation Casino and Resort is not a very popular casino. Its isolated
location does not to the casino justice in attracting tourists and gamblers in surrounding areas.
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Other bigger and more powerful casinos such as the Potawatomi’s Bingo Casino do a much
better job of creating a strong and successful gaming environment. The Menominee have
recently proposed the development of a new Kenosha casino to be run by Hard Rock
International. The idea is that this new casino will draw in more people from Chicago and local
areas, and that the “Hard Rock name” will be more attractive to gamblers. If the tribe can gain a
unanimous approval from all of the Wisconsin tribes, the Menominee could potentially pull the
project off. However, many Wisconsin tribes may not be in favor of such a project due to the
possibility that the newly proposed Hard Rock casino could create fierce competition for
surrounding casinos.
If the Menominee are successful in expanding their economy through this newly
proposed casino and make a greater effort in diversifying their assets, they will be making great
progress toward rebuilding their society. While the Menominee are still struggling to establish a
powerful casino that could potentially save their crumbling society, economic policies regarding
gambling and American Indian way of life limit the Menominee Nation from potentially thriving
on the benefits of a much stronger casino establishment.
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